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MANIFESTINGMANIFESTING
MEDITATIONMEDITATION



Before starting, think of the key areas in your
life that you want to transform.

What areas of your life would be most positively
affected if you lived a life beyond limits?

During the meditations, write down your
“aha”s, insights and discoveries while you listen
—that way you won’t lose the information most
relevant to you.

Think about how you can implement the
insights Dr Marie reveals during the
presentations.

List 3 to 5 intentions for these Experiential
Meditations to be blessed during the
Ceremony.

SIMPLE TIPS TO GET THESIMPLE TIPS TO GET THE
MOST OUT OF THESEMOST OUT OF THESE
MEDITATIONSMEDITATIONS



3 SIMPLE TIPS TO HELP YOU3 SIMPLE TIPS TO HELP YOU
PREPARE FOR THIS GUIDED HEALINGPREPARE FOR THIS GUIDED HEALING
SESSION AND MEDITATIONSESSION AND MEDITATION

Make sure you are in a quiet space where
nothing can distract you. Silence
notifications on your devices.

Prepare your environment to best support
your awakening. Create sacred space.
Perhaps light some candles, sage the space,
or sit in a favorite chair.

Bring any sacred items you love: crystals,
candles, essential oils, or anything that
brings you a sense of joy, comfort or peace.
You will need a journal or any type of record
keeper for journaling at the end.

Take deep breaths, in through the nose and
out through the mouth, and then allow your
body and mind to relax or wander, noticing
what opens up for you during the healing
session and meditation.
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I call forth my full presence and all my energy. 
I call forth my higher self, my guides and the
Divine (Source, Energy, Universe, whatever

word works for you)
May my heart and my mind be open to receiving
the energy of abundance, prosperity and Divine

inspired guidance. 
So be it, so it is.  
A’Ho, Amen, Ashé

Mini Invocation/ Prayer before youMini Invocation/ Prayer before you
start the practice if you feel inclinedstart the practice if you feel inclined



A Love Note andA Love Note and
Invitation to YOUInvitation to YOU
from Dr Mariefrom Dr Marie

Freedom, abundance, Joy,
happiness, excitement, passion,
purpose, meaning, peace,
contentment, fulfi l lment, etc. 
How many of us get to experience
these words, let alone live them
out on a daily basis? Not nearly
enough.

Your intentions, feelings, desires and energy are
the driving force for Divine creation, it ’s the
space where you come into complete alignment,
from this space you can then ALLOW the
Universe to welcome abundance into your reality
You’re creating this magic on a moment-by-
moment basis.



The higher your vibration, the more in alignment
with your desires you are.

Remember: you are a powerful manifestor, so
notice any automatic negative thoughts you are
having with neutrality and non judgement. 

Sometimes it can be challenging to stay positive
or focus on what we want.

That’s why I created this process. It will  help you
imprint your subconscious mind to transform
your current reality.



A heightened intuition and expanded
spiritual awareness

Deeply relaxing: releases stress and
tension from the nervous system
Strengthen your connection with your
higher self, spirit and soul

Reprogram and utilize the creative force of
the subconscious mind

Gently Release old self-sabotaging
patterns, behaviors and negative thoughts

Feel a Rejuvenating Feeling of peace and
empowerment

An awakening of your Creator Self

WHAT YOU WILL EXPERIENCEWHAT YOU WILL EXPERIENCE



FORMATFORMAT

Dynamic Meditation and Healing Session
Journaling Experience. 
No headphones required.

You will be guided gently by my voice, it will lead
you on a profound journey deep into your heart,
mind and soul to safely open to your manifesting
powers.



THE KEYS OF THE GUIDEDTHE KEYS OF THE GUIDED
JOURNEYJOURNEY

Please read first to get familiar with this process.

  Awareness , Energy and CompassionAwareness , Energy and Compassion11..

Awareness in the present moment and Connection
to the Self, Self Awareness is a superpower!

Before you begin, connect to your breath, 3 big
inhales and exhales, inhale chest and belly expand,
exhale everything out, exhale what you want to
release.

> As you exhale have the intention “I take the
pressure off myself”

2. Awakening the Power of Gratitude2. Awakening the Power of Gratitude

Gratitude is not an attitude. It’s one of the most
transformative inner actions that can bring Soul
Shifts.



At first, it might be challenging to evoque feelings of
gratitude, you might even feel silly or inauthentic.
You can also practice having gratitude for things
that no longer exist in your life—for instance,
circumstances or individuals that have been
removed.

As you continue the practice you will grow your
feelings of gratitude.

“If the only prayer you say in your life is
‘thank you,’ that would suffice.”

— Meister Eckhart

> In this phase, you start to experience gratitude as
a vibrational experience



3. Radical Forgiveness , Acceptance,3. Radical Forgiveness , Acceptance,
HarmonyHarmony

No two human emotions have a greater impact on
the quality of your life than forgiveness and faith,
with the exception of gratitude.

 It takes courage to forgive, and Forgiveness is
Freedom. 

Start to cultivate the ability to release expectations
of yourself, other people and life conditions you
can’t control.

Harmony brings deep levels of relaxation, which
opens you up to receive the experience.

Ground yourself in the roots of self acceptance
and strive to live in the present moment.

> In this phase, you learn to forgive and let go of the
past.



4. Higher Consciousness: Access your4. Higher Consciousness: Access your
HeartHeart  

The mudra: Place the palms of your hands
splayed on your higher chest area, breathe.  
Mantra: I love you (to yourself)I love you, I love
you, I love you. 

The harmony between your brain and your heart
will enable you to tap into your heart’s wisdom
also known as heart intelligence.

 Access Self Love with the Universal Self Love
Mudra. 

 (Truly allowing yourself to believe these words)

> In this phase, you realize that self love releases
the need to be in control, you let go of self
judgement and negative thoughts. 

> You experience feelings of peace, harmony, trust,
and wisdom.



5. Intuition: Access the Power of your5. Intuition: Access the Power of your
Choice, Envisioning the FutureChoice, Envisioning the Future

“All great achievements of science must start from
intuitive knowledge. I believe in intuition and
inspiration.... At times I feel certain I am right while
not knowing the reason." ~ Einstein

Be in silence here to allow, to receive
Be comfortable in the UNKNOWN
Bring your Life Vision to heart, to life.

> In this phase you start to move into the move into
the realm of infinite possibilities

6. Surrender and Trust, Your Perfect Day6. Surrender and Trust, Your Perfect Day

Envision your perfect day, then let it go, knowing
that you have expressed your desires, and the
universe heard you. 

Holding on creates resistance and can repel what
you want to attract.

> In this phase you start to feel a sense of
empowerment as the creator that you are.



7. Blessing7. Blessing

Send blessings to yourself, your day, the planet,
humanity (send love, joy, healing…)

> In this phase you start to experience the
benevolence of the universe

8. Journaling8. Journaling

At the end of the meditation and healing session,
take a couple of minutes to journal on what you
observed or any insights you received.



Congratulations on completing your
manifesting healing session and

meditation!
 

I invite you to go through each of these
final steps to fully embody your

experience, even if you have been
through it before…

Completion and EmbodimentCompletion and Embodiment



Intention andIntention and
InvocationInvocation

Let us set the intention now
that everything you have just
learned will  begin to positively
impact all  areas of your life. . .

Whether it happens slowly or
quickly, remember that all
happens in divine timing.

At times your manifesting
lessons will  sink in instantly,
while other times they will  take
time.

Say this invocation out loud now:

"Dear Source, My heart is open to receive guidance,
inspiration and wisdom in perfect Divine timing. I
trust that deep truth will  be embodied in all  areas of
my life on my manifesting journey. So be it ,  so it is."



Remember, you are not the same person you
were an hour ago and you are not the same
person you were years ago…

The way in which these manifesting principles
have resonated may be different in your future.
Which is why it is so important to come back to
this lesson whenever you need.



TECHNOLOGY USED IN THISTECHNOLOGY USED IN THIS
TRACK TO CREATE HIGHERTRACK TO CREATE HIGHER
STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESSSTATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Gamma and Trypnaural BrainwaveGamma and Trypnaural Brainwave
EntrainmentEntrainment

11..

Benefits Of Gamma Brainwave Entrainment

People with very high levels of gamma activity are
exceptionally intelligent, compassionate, and have
strong self-control. IQ scores of people with high
gamma wave activity are correspondingly high.

High gamma activity also corresponds to a state of
peak performance.
Elite athletes, top-notch musicians and high
achievers in all fields produce far more gamma
waves than average.



BENEFITS OF PRODUCING THEBENEFITS OF PRODUCING THE
GAMMA FREQUENCY:GAMMA FREQUENCY:

Increased memory recall. 
People with high gamma activity have
exceptionally vivid and rapid memory
recall.

Increased sensory perception.
When the brain produces gamma waves,
the senses are heightened. Food tastes
better; vision and hearing sharpen; sense
of smell becomes more powerful, and your
brain becomes far more sensitive to all
sensory input. This makes for a much
richer sensory experience and a better
perception of reality.

Increased focus.
In the gamma state, your brain is able to
process all sensory information faster and
more fully with greater sensitivity; and



Increased processing speed. 
One of the most remarkable properties of
the gamma state is the processing speed:
the brain is able to process incredible
amounts of information very quickly,
remember it, and retrieve that memory
later.

Increased happiness. 
People with high gamma activity are
naturally happier, calmer and more at
peace. This is Nature’s best antidepressant
(people suffering from depression typically
have very low gamma activity).

combine the whole scenario into a highly
memorable experience. People with high
gamma activity can recall everything about
any memorable event – the food they ate,
the music they heard, the conversations,
the names of people they met, the air
temperature, etc.



Increased creativity.
Gamma waves are present during REM
sleep and visualization.

2. Trypnaural Brainwave2. Trypnaural Brainwave

Benefits of Trypnaural Brainwave Entrainment 

Helps release tryptamines such as DMT, serotonin
and melatonin.

The end result being such things as improved mood
and cognitive function, better health and deeper
sleep. When used before sleep, the user may also
experience lucid dreaming as a result of the extra
DMT stimulation.

These positive effects of Trypnaural sound
technology can help to relieve depression, insomnia,
anxiety, stress and other stress related health
disorders. 

The increased production of tryptamines also leads
to heightened creativity and inspiration as a result of
increased pineal gland/third eye activity.



MEDITATION DOWNLOAD

Boost your happiness by 20% or more

Condition your brain to experience
more compassion and gratitude

Envision your perfect day, in your
own way detail

Amplify your energy and enjoy better
health

JOIN THE TRIBE

https://files.ontraport.com/media/779c9006476348dabcf39c40dc7e6153.phph63j6o?Expires=1759982638&Signature=cOXv8Pj-2cwnzn1BQbv2EnOvD2TmWwsMBnFViBN5Epo0PNnNJbTcxqPZcawNo4SSHFlc325FE4jLjy~GVhNdljPxJGzTLqsa95udm5gj5-UtkMeTBggwo-XhD7dPvom7SgYD087rTjw-pY8Z0ty4QeREwGV7apZK-TY0vFQVOkaqfiKHntfBZuo~NRWtm7ymC02l1FmaR3reOW9vX0COt~CCY-fu81lPEfsd4DyzKe-UflJBJo7Dn66YTbA-tovEN9c0bMkFjcATiauY75GNY5z7MAhc6UKXSUuwajAnfDS~LlX-smnqIoNHgZWkVAomdQ1pgMwVJK4jXysGs-VFFQ__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJVAAMVW6XQYWSTNA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/supercreatorcollective

